
Win-Pro Consultancy Pte Ltd

Remote Class Setup for Training

School

PROJECT DETAILS

A IT Consulting & SI

B Sep. - Jan. 2020

C Less than $10,000

D
"No IT issue is an issue to Win-Pro."

PROJECT SUMMARY

Win-Pro Consultancy introduced a 4K

conference camera for a training school. The

equipment will be used for the school's

remote class and training sessions.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

Thanks to Win-Pro Consultancy's

advice of using a 4K conference

camera, participants were

impressed and pleased with the

amount of interaction they have

with each other even though they

were not physically on the same

site.
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Win-Pro Consultancy Pte Ltd

The Client

Please describe your company and your position

there.

I am the Managing Director of an Adult Training School, @ASK

Training.

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire

Win-Pro Consultancy Pte Ltd?

During the COVID CB Phase-2 of recovery when participants

were allowed back classrooms for training, my training school

faced a dilemma when we were planning for course runs. There

was a mixed demand for physical and virtual training. To make it

viable for my school to organize course runs, we had to search

for a solution to ensure a minimum number of participants.

What were your goals for this project?

We managed to devise a hybrid solution where Ronald from

WinPro played an important role.

E Anson Kuah Siau

Hian
Managing Director, @ASK

Training Pte Ltd

G Education

H 11-50 Employees

F The JTC Summit,

Singapore

CLIENT RATING

5.0

Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select Win-Pro Consultancy Pte Ltd?

Ronald introduced us to the Logitech™  MEETUP 4K

ConferenceCam, which allowed us to engage virtual participants

from a physical class onsite.

Describe the project in detail.

Ronald introduced us to the Logitech™  MEETUP 4K

ConferenceCam, which allowed us to engage virtual participants

from a physical class onsite.

What was the team composition?

Ronald handles our request independently.

The Outcome

Can you share any outcomes from the project that

demonstrate progress or success?

Participants were impressed and pleased with the amount of

engagement and interaction they could have with each other even

though they were not physically on the same site. With the

conference cameras provided by Ronald, we are confident that we

can continue providing our learners with this dual learning

classroom delivery model to suit their needs.

How effective was the workflow between your team

and theirs?

Highly responsive from Win-Pro.

What did you find most impressive about this

company?

No IT issue is an issue to Win-Pro. Kudos!!!

Win-Pro Consultancy Pte Ltd
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Are there any areas for improvement?

Nil

salesenq@winpro.com.sg

+6561002100

www.winpro.com.sg

Win-Pro Consultancy Pte Ltd
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